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Advantages of e-Assessment

Online Examinations (e-Assessment)

 Automatic marking

 Immediate feedback

 Increased flexibility

Question types :

 Item-banked, closed form, very often MCQ



University Examinations
 Often consist of essay / extended answer / short answer questions

 Some questions require drawings and calculations as part of the process

 Require detailed human marking, often involving multiple markers

So there is a disconnect between e-Assessment platforms and the requirements of 
University examinations

THE ANSWER - EXAMONLINE

 Online assessment system specifically designed to deliver high stakes 
summative assessments 

 Computer marked question types (multiple choice, true/false, best/worst, 
multiple answer, gap-fill etc.) … plus

 Specific support for University exams: human-marked extended answer 
questions, with sketches/diagrams.
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Marking is blind, and by question, which improves reliability.You can use the mouse and/or the keyboard, and you can 
insert comments.
The system records who marked what and when.Generally markers are pleasantly surprised by how well they 
take to on-screen marking. But not all…



Hand Drawn Sketches/Diagrams
• Pre-printed sheets, each with a unique ID number, downloaded from 

ExamOnline

• Sheets are provided to candidates

• Candidates click on a button in the interface to insert a sketch, enter the ID 
from the paper.

• The number is checked for validity (Modulo 97,10 check digits) and then 
embedded in the answer. 

• When the test is finished, the drawings are scanned, uploaded, and 
automatically matched to the candidate’s answer – using QR code.







A typical Edinburgh Biology student’s written answer…



…and his answer in ExamOnline



Redundancy and fault tolerance



For a small (n=25) course:-
• 8-10 hours of admin time/exam creating, sorting 

and collating papers/answers/marks

• 8-12 person-hours/day delivering and collecting 
exam papers 



Begin forwarded message:

From: <xxxxx@sms.ed.ac.uk>

Subject: Exam

Date: 11 December 2018 at 13:47:41 GMT

To: CAVANAGH David <David.Cavanagh@ed.ac.uk>

Hello David!

I don’t really know if you are looking for feedback but I just wanted to say the typed exam 
worked really well for me personally. Having the clock there, being able to type in a quiet 
room with a comfortable seat proved to work so well, I could focus and I didn’t notice other 
people typing away at all! The system works great and I’m glad we got to use it. 
Best wishes,

Students love ExamOnline!



Summary

• ExamOnline fulfils the role we asked for
– Clear text – quicker marking
– Allows hand-drawn diagrams/equations to be integrated into each answer 
– Online marking – two markers can view/mark simultaneously (soon)
– Quicker feedback possible – release of marked script without mark
– Online monitoring of markers progress – easier for COs and admin

• Students welcome the use of it
– Editing text
– More relaxed surroundings

• Students can enter exam hall well in advance and sit at any desk
• Biology staff less scary than university invigilators

– Most report quicker typing speeds than writing

• The 5 P’s are important – especially in scheduling tests
– Consistent rules about candidate ID, logins, passwords  *MUST* be 

enforced
– Paper back-up needed in room (extended power failure?)
– Run practice tests for 10 mins before real test



It's just a much better and 
more comfortable and more 
practical format for exams in 
the 21st century

The ExamOnline system definitely helped 
reduce my exam anxiety overall- although I 
was initially sceptical about whether I'd be 
able to type fast enough/ if keyboard sounds 
would be distracting etc, I found the whole 
experience a lot more bearable than sitting in 
a drafty exam hall, and I was surprised by 
how easy it was to adapt to typing exam 
answers.

I unequivocally endorse the use of ExamOnline in the 
future. It greatly enhanced my exam experience and I 
feel that I would have done better on previous exams 
if its use had been allowed.

Its simply brilliant. I cannot believe other students from different 
courses are not benefitting from this excellent technology. In our 
current society exams are timed and sadly the essay you write 
under those conditions doesn’t reflect your knowledge of the 
time. This technology alleviates that pressure as a majority of 
students are faster typers.This form of examination makes sense in this modern age; In 

my previous 3 years of University I would never hold a pen 
unless sitting an exam. Instead, typing the exam was a much 
more natural, modern and appropriate form of examination.
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